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Today’s Enterprise Need To
Innovate With Speed

As we strive to transform our organizations, there is
a need to try out new things, new ideas, new
concepts. Most of the time it requires multiple
stakeholders to get convinced about the new
business model or a new way of doing things.
Proof of Concepts (PoC) are generally the most
accepted and proven path for a primary stake
holder like IT or Business, to convince others about
the usability of a new idea.
Today's Agile/Lean Organizations work on following
principles.
Fail fast
 Fail early
 Decide as late as possible
 Deliver as fast possible


All these principles will help you as a primary
stakeholder to conceptualize a new idea and take it
up with other stake holders, iterate and perfect it.
When PoC's Become Projects: However, while the
organizations wanted to innovate, sometimes PoC
path takes them nowhere as they are conducted
like projects with long schedules running into
months and with more eﬀort and cost. It drains the
energy of stake holders and further constrains the
budgets allocated for the innovation initiatives.
GAVS PoC helps organizations realize the value of
Blockchain, utilizes the power of Powerapps
platform in delivering eﬀective PoC in short time,
yet providing all the features typical of an enterprise
class application.

The following are some of the salient features:
70% productivity improvement: Categorized under

high performance and low code application
platform, both industry analysts as well as GAVS'
own internal case studies prove that by eﬃciently
using Powerapps we could gain a 70%
improvement in productivity, which means the
organization's mission to “Deliver fast” is achieved.
Real time integration: Most PoCs will provide
value to stakeholders if they work on real business
data and not mock data. For example, if the
business would like to see a CRM PoC, they would
be most beneﬁted if some real leads are picked up
from their CRM system. With its pre-built
connectors to 200+ applications, Powerapps indeed
provides great value to the stakeholders in
visualizing real beneﬁt of the innovation in their
own terms.
A connected technology ecosystem: Newer
innovative ideas around technologies like
Blockchain, don't just end with that. Typically, they
are connected with other complimentary
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technologies like AI, Cognitive Computing, NLP,
IoT, Conversational Technologies and more.
Powerapps with its seamless integration with Azure
services make that ecosystem easy and seamless.
Any time, anywhere & any device: Your
stakeholders may be across geographies and work
on diﬀerent time zones using diﬀerent devices.
Hence natively customized cross platform
application is the most desirable to conduct a
successful PoC which is enabled by Powerapps.
No CAPEX, no maintenance, serverless: Most of
the times organizations scramble for resources in
terms of hardware, software, licensing when it
comes to doing innovation projects. Our model
powered by Microsoft Business Application
platform completely takes the worry from you,
everything can be just in time and the resources
can be removed after the PoC to cut costs.
So what are you waiting for?
Why not innovate on how Blockchain platform
will best help your organization to transform?
GAVS 1-week PoC powered by Azure Blockchain
as a service and Powerapps will get you started
and involve your stakeholders towards the path
of your digital transformation.

About GAVS
GAVS Technologies (GAVS) is a global IT services & solutions provider enabling digital transformation
through automation-led IT infrastructure solutions. Our oﬀerings are powered by Smart Machines, DevOps &
Predictive Analytics and aligned to improve user experience by 10X and reduce resource utilization by 40%.
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